The harder you work for something the greater you’ll feel when you achieve it’.
AECS Magnolia Maaruti Public School celebrated its first phase of Project Day on 28thJuly, 2018
with the active participation of the students.
Creativity at its best- A month of extensive research, group activities and class discussions paved the
way for this year’s project day for Students who showcased known and unknown aspects of various
topics ranging from human organ system, solar system, disaster and it's management to Indian history
,continents , simple machines and sources of energy .
The little exhibitors of grade 3 worked wonders on themes like Human Organ System, Solar System,
Disaster Management, Waste Segregation and Go Green. They made everyone think again about their
responsibility towards environment while suggesting ways to do our bit towards environmental
conservation. They ensured that everyone went back as a more socially responsible and aware human
being. The students of Grade 4 walked everyone through the ancient, medieval and modern Indian
history by exhibiting the grandeur and glory of those eras through their magnificent models and role
play. The fifth graders were no less in their projection of oceans and continents. They not only learnt
but also educated others about the various sources of energy, helped in exploring the scope and
potential of solar energy and apprised the audience about simple machines that we use in our day to
day life.

Grade 6th 7th and 8th selected Three main themes for the project viz. ‘Adaptations’, ‘Oceans’ and
‘Communicable and Non-Communicable Diseases’ further sub-divided into 11 topics for different
classes. Students of class 6th carried out a successful project on adaptations of plants, animals,
humans and reptiles. Different models showing the adaptations of different plants, genetical and
biological evolution of man, adaptation of insects and reptiles like snake, lizard, chameleon and
crocodile along with insects like ladybug, butterfly etc.

Children of grade 7 explored different aspects of ocean. The different zones of ocean, varieties of corals
and other marine life along with their amazing facts, the technologies in the ocean ,the pollution and
disasters in ocean treasures and secrets under water were represented effectively .They took us on
underwater trip to see the Titanic, Shipwreck, Dwarka, Cleopatrapalace etc. Grade 8 students
displayed 3D and working models for different infectious diseases caused by microorganisms and non
transmissible diseases like heart, lungs and kidney diseases. The motive behind the topic was to
generate awareness about causes, symptoms and treatment for various diseases.
Students not only made models and charts, they also explained the details of their projects to the
viewers.

.

Grade IX students presented a stunning display of many working models on the topic” The
revolutionary world of Science.
AECS MMPS organized its second phase of project day - Creative Paradigm for students of grade 1
and 2 on 11th August 2018. This year the students of Class 1and 2 were very excited when they
discovered the topic 'Incredible India' a patriotic theme that revolves around the different states of our
country depicting the flags, cultures and varied aspects of India.

The students elaborated the culture ,the food habits ,the festivals celebrated, the clothing ,the main
occupation ,climate and weather conditions which play a major part in the overall descriptions of any
state The states that were brought to life were Tamilnadu, Madhya Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar,
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kashmir ,Punjab, Orissa, Manipur, Maharashtra, Assam, West Bengal,
Himachal Pradesh ,Kerala, Rajasthan, Goa ,Uttar Pradesh and Gujarat. A set of students also did a
research on flags of different countries and the art of designing these flags which is called
Vexillography. This helped students to strengthen their competence to think and analyze critically and
trained the students to work in a co-operative environment
Parents were amazed to see the knowledge, interest, hard work, team work and dedication of the
students towards their project which not only enhanced their knowledge but creativity also. Overall
both the events were a grand success proving the famous quote ‘Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I
remember Involve me and I learn’.
Indubitably the success of the entire programme relied greatly on the support of parents. We
appreciate your commendable efforts . We, on the behalf of team Magnolia, express our gratitude to
all the parents for making the programme a grand success and leading to a great sense of
accomplishment in the students.

